
Fourier Intelligence Debuts Groundbreaking
General Purpose Humanoid Robotics GR-1 at
WAIC

Picture 1: GR-1 walks bipedally past the logo of

Fourier Intelligence at its headquarters in Shanghai.

SHANGHAI , CHINA, July 21, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Fourier

Intelligence, a global leader in robotics

and rehabilitation solutions, has set a

new benchmark in the field of

humanoid robotics with the

groundbreaking launch of the GR-1

Humanoid Robot. The highly

anticipated debut occurred at the

prestigious World Artificial Intelligence

Conference (WAIC), where industry

leaders and experts gathered to

witness the future of multipurpose

robotics. 

Making its debut at WAIC (World Artificial Intelligence Conference), the GR-1 is a bipedal robot

with self-balancing capabilities. It displays exceptional agility and a human-like bionic structure. It

We are thrilled to unveil the

GR-1 Humanoid Robot at

WAIC, marking a significant

milestone for Fourier

Intelligence and the future

of robotics”

Zen Koh, Co-Founder and

Group Deputy CEO of Fourier

Intelligence

can independently avoid obstacles and ascend and

descend a slope with unassisted stability while also having

the capability of self-correcting its trajectory after

withstanding trajectory-altering forces. In addition, with

immense cognitive processing capabilities, the GR-1 can

interact with humans while performing a variety of

movements and tasks, paving the way for revolutionary

robotic care.  

The GR-1 Humanoid Robot represents a significant leap

forward in the field of robotics, combining cutting-edge

technology, advanced artificial intelligence, and

unparalleled versatility. Designed to revolutionise human-robot interaction, the GR-1 showcases

a wide range of applications across various industries, making it a game-changer in the field.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://fourierintelligence.com
http://fourierintelligence.com
http://robots.fourierintelligence.com/


Picture 2: Multi-Angle view of Fourier Intelligence's

GR-1

"We are thrilled to unveil the GR-1

Humanoid Robot at WAIC, marking a

significant milestone for Fourier

Intelligence and the future of robotics,"

said Zen Koh, Co-Founder and Group

Deputy CEO of Fourier Intelligence.

"The GR-1's multipurpose capabilities,

advanced AI, and adaptability will

transform industries and redefine

human-robot collaboration. We look

forward to forging partnerships and

exploring new horizons with this

groundbreaking technology."

Key features of the GR-1 Humanoid

Robot include:

1.  Enhanced Human-Like Dexterity: With its state-of-the-art robotic arms and hands, the GR-1

delivers unparalleled dexterity and precision, enabling it to perform complex tasks with ease. Its

advanced grasp and manipulation capabilities allow seamless interaction with objects and the

environment.

2.  Adaptive AI and Learning Abilities: Powered by advanced artificial intelligence algorithms, the

GR-1 can adapt and learn from its surroundings, making it highly responsive and adaptable to

changing situations. This enables it to excel in dynamic environments and collaborate seamlessly

with humans.

3.  Multipurpose Applications: The GR-1 is designed to excel in a wide range of applications,

including healthcare, manufacturing, research, and entertainment. From assisting in medical

procedures to augmenting production lines, the GR-1 offers endless possibilities for improving

efficiency and productivity.

4.  Human-Robot Collaboration: The GR-1 prioritises safe and intuitive human-robot

collaboration. Its advanced sensors and perception systems enable it to recognise and respond

to human gestures, ensuring seamless interaction and cooperation.

5.  Scalability and Customization: Fourier Intelligence understands the diverse needs of different

industries, and the GR-1 can be customised and scaled to meet specific requirements. Its

modular design allows for easy integration with existing systems and adaptability to evolving

demands.

GR-1: Unlocking Boundless Potential Across Industries



As the demand for advanced robotics continues to surge across diverse industries, Fourier

Intelligence introduces the GR-1, a cutting-edge bipedal robot that transcends traditional

boundaries. While its origins lie in healthcare and rehabilitation, the GR-1 boasts a versatile skill

set that extends well beyond these domains, making it a valuable asset for various sectors

seeking advanced humanoid robotic solutions.

The GR-1's arrival is pivotal when the adoption of general-purpose robotics is skyrocketing across

different fields. With its exceptional capabilities and state-of-the-art design, the GR-1 opens up a

realm of possibilities for industries aiming to leverage the power of robotics in their operations.

While healthcare and rehabilitation remain key domains where the GR-1 excels, its applications

are not limited to these areas alone. With its human-like bionic structure and remarkable agility,

the GR-1 showcases a level of versatility that allows it to adapt to a multitude of tasks and

environments.

In industries where precision, efficiency, and adaptability are paramount, the GR-1 stands as a

game-changing solution. Manufacturing facilities can benefit from the GR-1's ability to navigate

complex workspaces, perform intricate assembly tasks, and enhance overall productivity. Its self-

balancing capabilities and obstacle-avoidance technology ensure seamless integration into

dynamic production lines.

The GR-1's potential also extends to sectors such as hospitality and customer service, where its

interactive and communicative abilities can revolutionise the way businesses engage with their

customers. From greeting guests to providing information and assistance, the GR-1's cognitive

processing capabilities enable seamless human-robot interactions, enhancing customer

experiences and optimising operational efficiency.

Furthermore, the GR-1's versatility and adaptability make it an invaluable asset in research and

development settings. Scientists and engineers can leverage its capabilities to conduct

experiments, gather data, and explore new frontiers in human-robot collaboration. Its ability to

self-correct trajectories and withstand trajectory-altering forces provides researchers with a

reliable platform for testing and refining innovative ideas.

By introducing the GR-1 to industries seeking advanced humanoid robotic solutions, Fourier

Intelligence aims to drive innovation and transformation. The GR-1's deployment across multiple

sectors will accelerate automation, improve productivity, and enhance human-robot

collaboration.

"GR-1 represents a new era of robotics, where versatility and adaptability take centre stage," says

Zen Koh. "Our vision is to empower industries across the board with cutting-edge technology

that enhances performance, efficiency, and human-robot interaction. The GR-1 is a testament to

that vision."



As GR-1 expands its presence across industries, the possibilities for collaboration and

technological advancement become boundless. Together, let us embrace the future of robotics

and unlock its true potential in shaping a world of endless possibilities.

Collaboration Opportunities for Further Development of GR-1:

1. Robotics Experts and Researchers:

- Collaborate with leading robotics experts and researchers to exchange knowledge and insights

on humanoid robotics.

- Engage in joint research projects to advance the capabilities and functionalities of the GR-1.

- Explore new algorithms, control systems, and sensor technologies to enhance the performance

and versatility of the robot.

2. Scientists and Engineers:

- Partner with scientists and engineers specialising in fields such as artificial intelligence, machine

learning, and computer vision to develop advanced cognitive abilities for the GR-1.

- Collaborate on sensor fusion techniques to improve perception and interaction capabilities.

- Leverage materials science and engineering expertise to enhance the robot's durability,

flexibility, and safety features.

3. Healthcare Professionals and Therapists:

- Collaborate with healthcare professionals, therapists, and rehabilitation experts to understand

their specific needs and challenges in patient care and recovery.

- Incorporate their insights and feedback in developing tailored applications and functionalities

for the GR-1 in healthcare and rehabilitation settings.

- Conduct joint clinical studies and trials to validate the effectiveness and impact of the GR-1 in

supporting patient rehabilitation and therapy.

4. Industries Seeking Advanced Robotic Solutions:

- Explore partnerships with industries beyond healthcare and rehabilitation, such as

manufacturing, logistics, and entertainment, to leverage the GR-1's capabilities in diverse

applications.

- Collaborate on customising the GR-1 for specific industry needs, including tasks like

automation, human-robot collaboration, and customer engagement.

- Co-develop solutions that integrate the GR-1 into existing workflows, creating synergistic

benefits and improved efficiency.

5. Academic Institutions and Research Centres:

- Forge partnerships with universities and research centres to establish joint research programs

and initiatives focused on humanoid robotics and its applications.

- Collaborate on knowledge sharing, joint publications, and academic conferences to contribute

to the scientific community's understanding of humanoid robotics.

- Support student research projects and internships to foster talent development and explore



new ideas in the field.

6. Cross-Sector Collaborations:

- Collaborate with technology companies, startups, and other sectors, such as artificial

intelligence, computer vision, and sensor technology, to integrate cutting-edge technologies into

the GR-1.

- Foster partnerships with design firms and human-centred design experts to enhance the user

experience and ergonomics of the GR-1.

- Explore opportunities for collaboration with governmental organisations and regulatory bodies

to ensure compliance, safety, and ethical considerations in the development and deployment of

the GR-1.

By actively engaging in collaborations with experts, researchers, scientists, and other

sectors/industries, Fourier Intelligence can tap into diverse knowledge, expertise, and resources.

These collaborations will accelerate the further development of the GR-1 humanoid robot,

pushing the boundaries of its capabilities, expanding its applications, and driving innovation in

the field of humanoid robotics.

"The GR-1 represents a paradigm shift in robotic care," says Zen Koh. "With its exceptional agility,

human-like capabilities, and cognitive prowess, the GR-1 paves the way for a new era of

personalised and transformative healthcare solutions."
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